Keynote Speaker

Professor Stephen Brockmann, Carnegie Mellon University

"German Culture, Globalization & Transnationalism"

Plenary Speaker

Professor Weijia Li, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"East Asian Art History in the Weimar Republic"

Beyond Borders: Transnationalism & Transculturalism in the Arts

The Fifth Annual Graduate Student Conference of the GGSA at The Ohio State University

Friday, February 22nd & Saturday, February 23rd, 2013

Held at the Mershon Center For International Security Studies
501 Neil Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Beyond Borders – Transnationalism and Transculturalism in the Arts

Friday, February 22, 2013

2:00 - 2:10 - Welcome

2:10 - 3:10 - Keynote Presentation

Chicago: Programma: Cambridge Mellon

Transnationalism – Prof. Stephen Graham

German Culture: Globalization and Identity

3:30 - 5:00 - Multilingual Lives Multilingual

Saturday, February 23, 2013

10:00 - 11:30 - "Transcultural Views of German/Austrian Life/Death" Presentation by Teresia Morris Multilingual Lives

University of Arizona

Crossing Boundaries - Judith Lecumberri

German/English Multilingualism and Identity in Border Crossing - Transformation

Universidad del Tolima-Columbia

Das ist mein Tirol – Krisina Foster u.uae communications

Ospite della Voce - Die Welt als Vokabel

11:45 - 12:45 - Lunch (provided)

12:45 - 2:00 - Lunch (provided)

11:30 - 1:15 - Film Screening (Hamlton Hall)

Film Screening: Walk to Hamilton Hall for Film Screening (cont'd)

2:30 - 3:30 - Potter Hall

Worthington, OH 43085

Holtz House, 581 Oxford Street

2:00 - Departure for Potter Hall at Professor Potter Hall

7:30 - 9:30 - Potter Hall

Moderator: Dan Brown, The Ohio State

German/Austrian University Moderation: David Fischer, The Ohio State University

Notes on the Transcultural

2:00 - 3:30 - "Notes on the Transcultural"

Moderation: David Fischer, The Ohio State University

Moderation: Dan Brown, The Ohio State University

9:30 - 10:00 - "Transcultural Views of German/Austrian Life/Death"

University of Arizona

Memory Site - James Howell, University of Oregon

Alexander von Humboldt - Transcultural" Transcultural Play with Daumgmond - Csodak, Multilingualism and "Deutsche Kultur und the Outsider - Self" Israeli University: University of Oregon

University of Arizona

Moderation: David Fischer, The Ohio State University

Moderation: David Fischer, The Ohio State University

1:15 - 6:15 - Film Screening (Hamlton Hall)

Film Screening: Walk to Hamilton Hall for Film Screening (cont'd)

Continued on next page

Caffeine for Europeans – Yanqenon

University of Arizona

Memoria Site - James Howell, University of Oregon

Alexander von Humboldt - Transcultural" Transcultural Play with Daumgmond - Csodak, Multilingualism and "Deutsche Kultur und the Outsider - Self" Israeli University: University of Oregon

University of Arizona

Moderation: Dan Brown, The Ohio State University

Moderation: Dan Brown, The Ohio State University

2:30 - 3:30 - Potter Hall

Worthington, OH 43085

Holtz House, 581 Oxford Street

2:00 - Departure for Potter Hall at Professor Potter Hall